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Today, VVVF inverter control systems using induction motors

are the main type of drive system for trains.  This system has

developed dramatically over the past ten odd years because it

does not require physical switches or brushes / commutators

to provide power, braking, and switching between forward

and reverse.  All of these factors mean that these systems can

be made smaller and more lightweight.  Because induction

motors use external air for cooling, however, they require

periodic maintenance to clean the interior of the motor, and

inspection of the bearings and grease used.  In addition, the

power of the motor is transmitted to the wheels through the

cardan shaft driving device (reduction gear unit) - the same

system used in DC motors - which transmits power through

deceleration.  Therefore, inspection of the gears, replacement

of lubricants, and other maintenance is necessary.

Furthermore, this system leads to loss of power during

transmission.

In recent years, there has been a greater demand for reduced

maintenance, reduced consumption of energy, and lower noise

levels from both inside and outside the company.  Because the

current system has reached maturity, it is difficult to make

improvements in these areas through further development.

Therefore, we decided to do away with the cardan shaft

driving system, and develop the direct drive motor (DDM) that

directly connects motors to axles.

Our goals in developing the DDM were to further reduce the

amount of maintenance necessary, improve energy efficiency,

and reduce noise.  We decided to do away with the cardan

shaft driving system because it was the main cause of the need

for maintenance and the cause of transmission losses.  Doing

away with the cardan shaft driving system would reduce motor

rotational speed to one-seventh, so that the load on bearings

and  rotational noise could be reduced.  Conversely, motors

would require seven times the torque, and this would require

conventional induction motors to be much larger, making it

more difficult to build them into the axles.  Therefore, we

decided to use permanent magnet synchronous motors that

can provide greater torque and are smaller in size.  Because

these motors do not produce as much heat, they are more
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Fig.1: Comparison of the External Views of the Drive Systems

Direct drive system (AC Train) Cardan shaft driving system
(Series E231 type train)
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energy efficient, and because they can use fully-closed self-

cooling systems, it is also possible to solve the problem of

cleaning required for the interior of the motors.  We started

development with the three following specific goals:

- No maintenance required for 13 or more years;

- Energy efficiency that is better than conventional systems by

five percent or more;

- Noise levels that are about the same as non-motorized

running trucks.

Because the cardan shaft driving system is not used and the

motor is directly connected to the axle, the unsprung mass is

increased.  Therefore, the major problems in developing this

system were to assure operational safety and alleviate the

impact on rails, both of which were affected by the increase in

unsprung mass.

From 1995 to 1998, we conducted tests of the basic assessment

of the DDM system in order to evaluate its feasibility for trains.

Based on those results, we started development of a DDM

system for AC Trains in 1999.  From 2000, we started

preliminary verification through running tests, including

independent unit tests and rail wheel tests.  In order to assess

the durability of this system at the earliest possible date, from

2002 we started operational tests with AC Trains and, at the

same time, running tests by building this system into a Series

103 type train.  In addition, truck testing equipment was used

to repeatedly test power and regenerative braking.  After all of

this testing was completed, the DDM units were disassembled

and inspected to evaluate their durability.

3.1 Types of DDM

We conducted comparisons between permanent magnet

synchronous motors and induction motors used in

conventional systems.  There are two methods of connecting

the motors to the axles:  The inner rotor construction in which

the inside rotates, and the outer rotor construction in which

the outside rotates.  The two systems were compared and

evaluated.  In order to reduce the affect on operating safety

and rails caused by the increase in unsprung mass, a flexible

material (cushion rubber) was placed between the axle and

motor in the inner rotor construction.  This helped to reduce

the increase in dynamic unsprung mass.

3.2 Assessment by Type

We confirmed that both methods could achieve the desired

performance, and that noise could be reduced by a maximum

of about 15 dB when compared with the conventional cardan

shaft driving system.  We decided to focus on permanent
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Fig.3: Development History of the DDM System

Fig.4: Comparison of Motor Construction

Fig.2: Comparison of the Structures of the Drive Systems

3 The History of Development of DDM
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magnet synchronous motors because they were able to

improve efficiency by about three percent and could be made

about 30 percent lighter than our prototype induction motor,

and because they could be sealed without requiring additional

equipment, such as liquid cooling units.

We conducted running tests in 1996 in which we built various

systems into trains scheduled for retirement.  Through these

tests we discovered that the inner rotor construction with

flexible support was best because:  It was most resistant to

horizontal pressure; it reduced impact on rails when trains pass

over rail joints; and when wheels need to be replaced every

six or seven years, the motor would not need to be

disassembled.  Therefore, we decided to focus development

on motors with inner rotor construction with flexible support.

Before conducting tests with AC Trains, we conducted

quantitative studies of the impact-reducing effects of the

flexible support construction, and studies concerning control

methods and size reduction that would fully realize the

properties of permanent magnet synchronous motors.

4.1 Construction of DDMs for AC Trains

(1) Motor

In order to eliminate the need for internal cleaning, the motors

were to be completely closed.  To allow for a flexible support

structure, the rotor shafts were made hollow.  Neogium-based

magnets were used for their high magnetic flux density and

demagnetizing resistance (heat resistance) to realize a small yet

high output motor.  In addition, cooling performance was

improved through the following means:  A frameless

construction was adopted so that the outside of the stator steel

core, which is a heat source, could be directly cooled by

external air; circulation ducts were used to cool hot air in the

motor; and cooling fins were used to improve the heat

dispersing properties of the motor surface.  (See figures 5 and

6.)

(2) Connecting to the Axle and Truck

Figure 7 shows the construction of the joint of the inner rotor

construction with a flexible support (Fig. 4), and Figure 8

shows an external view of the joint and cushion rubber.  Both

the rotor shaft (hollow shaft) and axle have joints with six

radiating arms.  The arms are designed so that one arm fits

into the center of an opposing arm.  The arms on both sides

have cushion rubber that is sandwiched between metal.  The

motor transmits rotational force to the axle by connecting it to

the truck with the reaction force journal bar and preventing

rotation of the stators.

Because one of our goals was to make the DDM maintenance-

free for at least 13 years, we considered the need for replacing

cushion rubber and made it possible to replace the cushion
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Fig.5: External View of DDM

Fig.6: DDM Cross Section

4 Development of DDM for AC Trains
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rubber without disassembling the motor.

If the cushion rubber should be totally destroyed for any

reason, we have designed the unit so that the arm of the axle

joint will support the boss of the DDM joint, thereby

preventing the DDM hollow shaft from coming into direct

contact with the axle. (Figure 9)

(3) Spring Constant of the Cushion Rubber

In determining the spring constant of the cushion rubber, we

had to consider the hardening of the rubber due to aging.  We

decided that the impact absorption effect on rails when trains

pass over rail joints should be equivalent to that of cardan

shaft driving units for the 13 year goal that we set up.  The

impact on rails was compared in a movement simulation in

which the train shown in the spring model in Figure 10 passes

over rail joints.  Because in the inner rotor construction with a

flexible support the motor frame is slightly lower than the

center of the axle because of gravity, we also considered ways

to prevent amplification of vibrations caused by resonance

between the motor frame and axle rotations.

4.2 Control of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors

(1) Units of Control

With induction motors, one inverter unit can be used to

control multiple motors.  The permanent magnet synchronous

motors used with the DDM require currents to be sent to the

motors that correspond to the locations of the individual rotors

(locations of the magnets).  Therefore, each motor must be

controlled individually by its own inverter unit.  As Figure 11

shows, even if an inverter or motor malfunctions, a train can

continue running by cutting out the malfunctioning motor, so

that the operation of trains is more reliable.

(2) Torque Control

By using an embedded magnet construction in the motor, the
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Fig.9: DDM Dislocation Preventing Mechanism

Fig.10: Spring Model

Fig.11: Comparison of System Configurations

Fig.7: Joint Construction

Fig.8: External Views of the Joints and Cushion Rubber
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resulting reluctance torque can be utilized effectively.

Reluctance torque is the torque created by utilizing the

changes in magnetic energy (created by the electromagnets of

the stators pulling the steel cores of the rotors) generated by

the magnetic saliency of the rotors.  The rotational principle is

shown in Figure 12.

Figure 13 shows the reluctance torque producing principle

involved with this motor.  The motor torque is represented in

equation (1), and it is controlled by the magnetic flux current

(d-axis current Id) and torque current (q-axis current Iq).

(3) Weak Magnetic Flux Control

When the motor rotates, the magnetic flux of the magnets

becomes intertwined with the stator coils, and induced voltage

is generated in the coils.  Because this induced voltage is

proportionate to the rotational speed, at high speeds there is a

phenomenon in which the voltage that can be controlled by

the inverter unit is exceeded.  There is a similar phenomenon

in which, when a train is coasting, the induced voltage

exceeds the voltage from the trolley voltage and regenerative

braking occurs.  In order to eliminate these phenomena, at

high speeds, we decided to employ "weak magnetic flux

control" to reduce induced voltage by sending currents to the

stator coils to negate the magnetic flux of the permanent

magnets.  Figure 14 shows the concept behind weak magnetic

flux control and Table 1 shows the control modes.

(4) Protection from Induced Voltage

If a semiconductor device in an inverter unit should short-

circuit during operation, the induced voltage from the motor

can cause heat damage within the inverter unit.  In order to

prevent this, a breaker to cut off the inverter unit from the
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Fig.13: Reluctance Torque Generation Principle

Fig.12: Rotational Principle

By embedding the magnets in the steel core and placing steel
pieces around their external circumference, reluctance torque
is generated from the electromagnetic action between
magnetic flux q from q-axis current Iq and the perpendicular
d-axis current Id.

a

Magnet torque        Reluctance torque

Fig.14: Concept behind Weak Magnetic Flux Control

Mode Speed range Control mode

Running Medium speed Torque current control

Regenerative High speed Weak magnetic flux control

Coasting
Medium speed Gate off

High speed Weak magnetic flux control 
(coasting control)

Table 1. Control Modes
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motor, as shown in Figure 11 (right), is installed.

4.3 Data of the DDM System for AC Trains

(1) Specifications of the Assumed Train

In order to determine the performance of the motor, we

assumed an AC Train as shown in the data in Table 2 with a

train configuration as shown in Figure 15.  The maximum

speed, starting acceleration, and deceleration were set as the

same as the Series E231 type train which is the standard

commuter/suburban train type.  Because the articulated truck

system allows a higher axle load per axle, the number of

driving axles was set at three-quarters of that of the Series E231

type train, so that there are four driving axles for a five-car

configuration (about 80 meters train configuration).  

(2) DDM and Inverter Unit Data

The lines along which it was assumed the train would operate

were the Chuo line (Tokyo-Otsuki), Chuo-Ome line (Tokyo-

Ome) and Keihin-Tohoku line (Omiya-Ofuna).  The motor

output was assumed to be 200 kW per hour.  Table 3 shows

the main data for the DDM and Table 4 shows the main data

for the inverter units.

5.1 Stationary Tests

Before conducting running tests, we conducted stationary tests

to confirm the motor properties, the effectiveness of the

cushioning joints, and the durability of the cushion rubber.

(1) Motor Property Tests

Table 5 shows the results of the unloaded performance test.

From the test results, we confirmed that the properties were

about the same as the design would indicate.  With regard to
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Item Specifications

Train configuration 5 cars

Length 74

Mass (at maximum load) 85t 165t

Drive axles 4 axles

Maximum speed 120km/h

Starting acceleration 0.694m/s2(2.5km/h/s)

Normal maximum deceleration 1.17m/s2 (4.2 km/h/s)

Table 2. AC Train Data

Fig.15: Configuration Diagram of the AC Train

Item Specifications Reference(Series E231, MT73)

Permanent magnet Three-phase, basket-type
System synchronous motor induction motor

(Embedded magnet construction)

Magnet Neogium-based

Support Inner rotor construction
structure with a flexible suppor

Cooling system Fully-closed, Self-cooling, Self-ventilated

Rated output 160 kW (continuous), 80 kW (continuous), 
200 kW (one hour) 95 kW (one hour)

Rotational speed 824rpm 5.820rpm(at 120 km/h)

Torque 11,800Nm 1,300Nm(at start)

Efficiency 95% 92%

Mass 1140 kg (motor), 495 kg (motor), 
185 kg (joints) 336 kg (drive unit)

Table.3: Main DDM Data

Item Specifications

Control units Individual control with one inverter per one motor

System 2-level, 3-phase voltage PWM

Devices IGBT3300V-1200A (module construction)

Table.4: Main Inverter Unit Data

5 DDM Tests Results

Design value Measured value

Voltage (V)/Current (A) 730/140 733/140

Rotational speed 360 360

Output (kW) 160 164.9

Magnet torque (Nm) 3872 3869

Reluctance torque (Nm) 372 505

Total torque (Nm) 4244 4374

Efficiency (%) 95.0 96.0

Power factor (%) 95.0 96.6

Table.5:  Motor Property Test Results
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efficiency, there was an improvement of about 3.5 percentage

points compared to the 92.5 percent efficiency of the MT73

induction motor.

(2) Motor Temperature Test

Table 6 shows the results of the continuous operation

temperature test.  In actual operation, some cooling from air

flow can be expected.  However, giving consideration to long

periods of operation at low speeds, we conducted this

stationary test with no air flow (0 m/s), and confirmed that the

results met our design figures.

(3) Power Consumption Estimates

Based on the motor property test results, we conducted a

power consumption simulation factoring in the improved

efficiency compared with induction motors and the reduction

of transmission loss by doing away with the cardan shaft

driving unit.  As a result, we discovered that power

consumption was reduced by more than 10 percent when

compared with the conventional cardan shaft driving unit.  As

a prerequisite, our estimates assumed that the train mass

would be the same, however, we believe that the difference in

power consumption will be further improved by making the

entire train configuration lighter.  Table 7 shows the simulation

conditions, and Figure 16 shows the simulation running curve.

Table 8 shows an example of the power consumption

estimates.

(4) Layer Short-Circuit Test

Because permanent magnets are used in the rotors, if a layer

short-circuit occurs in the stator coil, a loop circuit will be

created in the short-circuited section, so that the short-circuited

current will continue to flow as long as the motor is rotating.

In order to assess the affect of this phenomenon, we executed

a test with a short-circuit.  The results showed that there would

only be heat damage to the short-circuited section, and that it

would not lead to a major malfunction.

(5) Repeated Compression Test of the Cushion Rubber

We made a simple jig that models the joint and placed four
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Design value Test value
(limit) (inverter drive)

Stator coils 163K(190K) 139K

Permanent magnets 130K(130K) 129K

Bearings 65K(65K) 59K

Rotor position detection (resolver) (90K) 58K

Joint cushioning rubber (40K) 19K

Spherical bearing of the reaction force journal bar (80K) 60K

Table.6: Motor Temperature Test Results (0 m/s air flow) 

Item Description

Configuration weight 387t 200% load assumed

Maximum speed 95 km/h

Assumed running
pattern

Inclinations, curves Flat, straight tracks

Table.7:  Simulation Conditions

Distances of 1.5 km, 2.0 km and 2.5 km between

stations in the simulated pattern.  The pattern was

repeated seven times for approximately 50 minutes

of operation.  (Twenty-five second stops at stations,

off-brake operation)

Fig.16: Simulation Running Curve

DDM system Conventional IM system

Operating time 43 seconds of 49 minutes

Operating distance 42km

Standard speed 50.7km/h

Running power
815.0kW 875.2kWconsumption

Regenerative power 
372.5kW 355.2kWconsumption

Gross power consumption 442.5kW 520.0kW

Percentage 85 100

Table.8: Example of Power Consumption Estimates
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cushion rubbers in it.  This was exposed to repeated

compression testing involving rotating, and vertical and

horizontal forces.  We confirmed that there were no

abnormalities, such as cracking or other damage.  Table 9

shows the load conditions and Figure 17 shows some views of

the test.

(6) Repeated Impact Test

In order to test the mechanical durability of the main motor

when subjected to impact from rails, we used an impact testing

device made up of rail wheels with a stepped key to conduct

rotating tests.  Normally, metal components will not be

damaged if they can withstand one million impacts, so we

subjected the motor to one million repeated impacts in testing

(referring to past data for trains currently in use, we applied a

vibration acceleration of 20 to 30 G to the axle box).  We

confirmed that these tests did not result in any problems with

the electrical properties of the motor, bearings, grease, joints or

cushion rubber.  (Fig. 18)

(7) Cushion Rubber Weather-resistance Tests

In order to evaluate the weather-resistance of the cushion

rubber, we conducted accelerated deterioration tests that were

equivalent to being subjected to heat, ultraviolet rays and

ozone for 13 years.  After all the tests were completed, we

confirmed that the rubber was within the designed parameters

set for rubber dimensions and spring constants, and that there

was no cracking of the rubber itself.  Therefore, we

determined that the cushion rubber could withstand 13 years

of use.

(8) Noise

Figure 19 shows the noise measurement results for the

prototype DDM and MT73 main motors by themselves

(unloaded operation, the average noise at five points at a

distance of one meter from the motors).  Because the DDM

operates at one-seventh the rotational speed of the MT73

induction motor and because it has a sealed construction

which reduces the sound of cooling fans and rotors, we found

that it reduces the noise level by as much as about 15 dB.

5.2 Running Tests

The running tests were primarily conducted on the Saikyo and

Kawagoe lines to check the basic performance.  In addition,

inclination running tests were conducted on the Chuo line

(Tokyo-Kofu), slip/readhesion control tests were conducted on

the Tohoku line (Omiya-Kuroiso) and 130 km/h running tests
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Fig.18: Repeated Impact Test

Fig.19: Independent Motor Noise (average of five points at 1 meter distance)

Load Remarks

Rotation 1.7kN Emergency torque x Safety factor (1.3 times)

Vertical 8.99kN Passing over a branching joint assumed

Horizontal 3.6kN Passing over a curved joint assumed

Number of tests:  3.3 million times
550 km (kilometers operating per day) / 2.5 km (distance between
stations) x 2 (one acceleration and deceleration per station) x 365
days x 13 years x 1.5 (safety factor) = 3.3 million times

Table.9: Repeated Load Conditions

Fig.17: Views of the Repeated Cushion Rubber Compression Test

Rotation                    Vertical                          Horizontal
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were conducted on the Joban line (Abiko-Toride).

5.2.1 Test Results (Electrical Properties)

(1) Power Running Performance Tests

In the running tests, we confirmed that the designed starting

acceleration could be achieved on both flat lines and lines

with 34 permil uphill inclinations.  (Table 10)

(2) Weak Magnetic Flux Control

Figure 20 shows a power running and coasting graph at

speeds up to 120 km/h.  This graph confirms that weak

magnetic flux control starts at a speed of 67 km/h, and that at

high speed coasting, the torque current is held to 0 (A) by

applying about 160 (A) of flux current so that coasting control

is effective.  Figure 21 shows a power running and coasting

graph at speeds up to 80 km/h.  This graph confirms that both

the torque current and flux current are controlled to be 0 (A)

at speeds at which weak magnetic flux control is not

necessary.  Figure 22 shows two graphs that compare the

degree of deceleration when coasting control is used and

during natural deceleration when the release breaker is off.  In

both cases, the deceleration is about 0.08 km/h/s, so that there

is no difference, and this confirms that the regenerative torque

during coasting control is being controlled to be 0.

(3) Slip/Readhesion Control Tests

In the slip/readhesion control tests, we tested two different

systems:  The conventional "determining torque according to a

preset pattern when slipping is detected" method (Fig. 23) and

the "determining torque in proportion to the slippage speed"

method used in engines (Fig. 24).  Neither system displayed a

large fluctuation in acceleration during power running, and

stable acceleration performance was achieved with both.

However, average acceleration was about 1.2 km/h/s for the

former and about 1.6 km/h/s for the latter.  This led us to the
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Conditions Starting acceleration (m/s2)

Inclination Motor open Cut-off Test results Designed value
current (equivalent wheel diameter:  860 mm)

Flat Normal 0.667 0.661

Normal 0.353 0.336

34 permil Normal Increased 0.461 0.458
upward

One axis open 0.231 0.169inclination

Two axes open Increased 0.114 0.078

Table.10: Starting Acceleration

Fig.20: Power Running Graph (High Speed)

Fig.21: Power Running Graph (Medium Speed)

Fig.22: Comparison of Deceleration
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conclusion that the latter had superior acceleration

performance because it was better able to control torque

reduction through continuous and finer control.

(4) Using Electric Brakes Until Stopped

Because the accuracy of the speed detectors used with

induction motors (PG:  Pulse Generators) is low, at speeds

below 6-7 km/h a system in which electric brakes are switched

to air brakes is mainly used.  As a result, when switching from

electric to air brakes, there is forward/backward movement

and noise created by the brake shoes.  However, because AC

motors can produce torque even when their rotational speed is

low, recently "electric brake control until trains are stopped"

has been made practical even for induction motors by

estimating the speed through calculations.  Because DDMs

require accurate detection of rotor positions for control and

use "rotor position detectors (resolvers)" with high resolution,

we conducted tests with controls that would maximize their

use.

In conducting these studies on the control method, we made

the following factors the basis for safe and secure functioning

of the controls:

1) Preventing reverse running after stopping;

2) Stable prevention of turning even in inclined sections.

Therefore, we adopted a system in which air brakes are

applied when the train is stopped.  Figure 25 shows the

control sequence.  The control sequence is as described

below.

q Speed is reduced to low speed.  The braking determining

start speed (V 0) of the torque current instruction is detected

by the resolver speed signal.

w At the same time as q, determining the current instruction

is started.

e At the same time as w, the air brake instruction is activated.

r 0 km/h is detected from the resolver speed signal.

t At the same time as r, the regeneration valid signal of the

VVVF inverter is turned off.

y At the same time as t, the regenerative brake signal

instruction is also turned off.

Because there is a delay in the response of actual air brakes,

we have improved their response by providing supplementary

forced braking (e')to the normal air brake force (brake force

necessary for a train configuration minus regenerative brake
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Fig.25: Control Sequence

Fig.23:  Constant Torque Control

Fig.24: Torque Control Depending on Spinning Speed
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force).

In order to provide stable control of forward/backward

movement when stopping and for stopping on inclinations, we

tested many values for V 0, and selected 0.5 km/h as the

optimum figure.  Figure 26 shows a comparison of the

acceleration of forward/backward vibrations of the train when

stopping at various brake notches.  This graph indicates that

using electric brakes until the train is stopped provides an

improved ride.

5.2.2 Test Results (Mechanical Properties)

(1) Running Stability

As a result of running tests at the basic speed plus 15 km/h

when passing through curves, Q (horizontal pressure) / P

(wheel load) (derailing coefficient:  the value that determines

whether a train can safely pass through a curve) was less than

our target value, so that it was confirmed that there were no

problems with operational safety.

(2) Impact Absorption Effect

The increase in wheel load when passing over rail joints was

about the same as that for the cardan shaft driving unit which

we were comparing to the DDM.  This confirmed for us that

sufficient impact absorption could be expected depending on

the joint construction.  (Figure 27 and Table 11)

(3) Noise

Figure 28 shows a comparison of passenger compartment

noise level (1.2 meters above the floor directly above the

motor) during actual operation.  Because the noise of the

wheels turning is added during actual operation, noise

reduction is not as great as that for the motor operating by

itself.  However, we confirmed that the noise was more than

10 dB less than that for the Series E231 type trains.  In

addition, this noise level was equivalent to that of the non-

motorized running truck of AC Trains at 1.2 meters above the

floor, meaning that the noise level is such that the sound of

the DDM is not perceptible.
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Fig.26: Comparison of the Acceleration of Forward/Backward Vibrations of
the Train when Stopping

Fig.27: Examples of Wheel Load Waveforms

DDM system Cardan system

Stationary wheel load 5.2t 4.4t

Peak wheel load 9.5t 8.3t
over rail joints

183 188
(increase percentage)

Table.11: Comparison of Wheel Load Increase Percentage

Fig.28: Comparison of Passenger Compartment Noise
and Below Floor Noise
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Figure 29 shows a comparison of the noise along the Chuo

line (between Musashi-sakai and Higashi-koganei).  We

confirmed that the noise level was about 5 dB lower than that

for the Series E231 type trains.

Because the AC Trains are still experimental, it is difficult to

reach the running distances reached by operational trains.

Therefore, the same DDM system that was used in the AC

Trains was installed in a Series 103 type operational train for

extended testing.  At the same time, a truck testing unit was

used for repeated acceleration/deceleration tests for a running

distance that was greater than that of the Series 103 type train.

After testing, both of these trains were disassembled and

examined to confirm the durability of the system.

6.1 Testing with the Series 103 Type Train

(1) Overview of the Test

A Series103 type train on the Keiyo line was selected because

the average daily running distance is long and it was easy to

accumulate running mileage.  Modifications were made to a

train so that the same DDM system as that used in the AC

Train could be installed.  The distance to be covered was

based on the distance covered by past models before they

were introduced into regular operation, so that this train was

used as often as possible to achieve our goal of 100,000

kilometers.  Modifications were made to the train from March

to July 2002 to allow installation of the DDM main circuit.

From July 2002, the train was tested on the Keiyo line (Tokyo-

Soga) to check for operational stability, ride (cooperative

operation with resistance control trains), and controllability of

the main circuit.  After these tests were completed, regular

operation was started from May 2003.  The train had covered

about 120,000 kilometers by October 2003, at which time we

disassembled the DDM to assess its durability.

(2) Overview of Modifications

One non-motorized car was removed from a normal 6M4T

configuration and it was replaced with the DDM modified car

to create a 7M3T configuration (Figure 30).  The regular main

circuit equipment was removed and replaced with a DDM

main circuit.  The existing brake control unit was partially

modified and a direct brake control unit for electric/air

blending was added (Figure 31).  Although the DDM system

was the same as that used in the AC Train, consideration was

given to the effect on the ride, so that the tractive strength of

the motor was made the same as that for Series 103 type trains.

6.2 Testing on the Truck Testing Unit

(1) Overview of the Test

Because the torque of the DDM installed in the operational

Series 103 type train was adjusted to match the Series 103, so

that ride would not be adversely effected by car
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Fig.30: Series 103 DDM Configuration

Fig.31: Series 103 DDM System Configuration

Fig.29: Comparison of Noise Along the Tracks

6 Other Tests
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forward/backward vibrations caused when starting powered

running and regenerative braking, we could not test the

durability of the unit when operating at maximum torque.

Therefore, we used a truck testing unit to conduct repeated

testing of power running and regenerative braking at

maximum acceleration and deceleration with a simulated

maximum load (250% capacity) on the AC Train (Figures 32

and 33).  Power running and regenerative braking tests were

repeated over a distance of 200,000 kilometers or about twice

that experienced by the Series 103 type train with the DDM

system installed.  After this test, the DDM unit was

disassembled and examined.

6.3 Test Results

6.3.1 Test Results of the Series 103 Type Train

(1) Checking the Conditions after the Tests

q External Appearance Inspection

The condition of the unit was

good without any breakage,

damage, oil leaks or other

abnormalities.  In addition,

there was no clogging of the

cooling fins by dust, so that the cooling performance was not

affected.  All the joints were checked by means of magnetic

particle testing.  No damage was found and we confirmed that

there were no abnormalities (Figure 34).  All the collars of the

reaction force journal bar were also checked, and it was

confirmed that there was no damage or other abnormalities.

w Magnetic Properties/Electrical Properties

The motor was run with external power and induced voltage

was measured to confirm that the permanent magnets had not

become weaker.  We also confirmed that the insulation of the

stator coils had not deteriorated and that the condition of the

wire wound resistors of the resolver had not changed.

e Grime and Damage Inside the Motor

The stators and rotors were not dirty and they did not have

any iron particles on them, so that we were able to confirm the

viability of a completely closed motor.  In addition, there was

no peeling of varnish, nor was there any discoloration (Figure

35).

r Bearings and Grease

The bearings were disassembled and checked.  There was no

stray current corrosion or wear.  We analyzed the grease and

found that both consistency and oxidation were equivalent to

new grease.  In addition, we found that there was only

minimal steel and copper particles, so that the grease was in a

good state.
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Fig.32: Running Pattern

Fig.33: Testing on the Truck Testing Unit

Figure 34. DDM after the Running Tests

Fig.35: Condition of the DDM Interior
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t Cushion Rubber

Changes in rubber dimensions and spring constants were

similar to those from the accelerated deterioration tests

conducted on the cushion rubber independently.  This

confirmed that the cushion rubber would be able to withstand

13 or more years of use in actual conditions.

6.3.2 Test Results from the Truck Testing Unit

(1) Confirmation of Stress during Operation

In order to evaluate the stress applied to joints during

operation, we checked the safety factor against the strength

fatigue line graph made from the average stress and fluctuating

stress.  Average stress was taken from the stress measured with

the DDM operating at maximum torque against the truck

testing unit set so that the value would be at the maximum for

all tests.  Fluctuating stress was taken from the stress measured

when the AC Train passed over rail joints with the values also

set to be at the maximum for all tests.  As a result, it was found

that the safety factor was three times that indicated by the

strength fatigue line graph, so that there were no problems

with strength.

The reaction force journal bar was evaluated in a manner

similar to the joints, with stress measurements being taken

from both the truck testing unit and AC Train.  The results

showed that the safety factor was about ten times that of the

strength fatigue line graph, so that sufficient strength was

maintained.

(2) Inspection after the Durability Tests

As was the case for the DDM unit installed in the Series 103

type train, the DDM was checked for external appearance,

magnetic and electrical properties, internal motor damage,

bearing and grease wear, and cushion rubber properties.

There were no problems with any of these items.

As a result of making innovations in drive motors and

evaluating the innovations with an AC Train and other trains,

we found the following:

By improving the energy efficiency of the motor and

reducing power transmission losses, energy could be

conserved at a rate of ten percent or more when compared

with conventional systems.  In addition, reducing the mass

of train configurations could improve this figure even more.

Through the various durability tests with the use of a fully-

closed motor, we acquired data showing that maintenance-

free operation for 13 years or more is possible.

We confirmed that passenger compartment noise could be

reduced to a level equivalent to that of non-motorized cars.

Noise along tracks can be reduced by about 5 dB.

We confirmed that by using cushioned joints, operational

safety equivalent to that of conventional systems can be

achieved and that the impact on rails can be reduced.

In other words, we were able to achieve our planned goals.

Based on the technology we developed, we plan to continue

verification to create a operational system.
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7 Summary
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